
Breakthrough Collaborative, founded in San Francisco in 1978, is an innovative educational organization 
based on the inspiring principle of “students teaching students” and “teachers training teachers.” This unique 
collaborative model of instruction unlocks the extraordinary potential of first-generation college students and 
aspiring educators to learn, grow, and transform their own lives and their communities. Our dual mission is to 
increase the academic opportunities for highly-motivated, underserved students and to inspire and develop the 
next generation of transformative teachers and leaders.  

Today, Breakthrough is comprised of 25 affiliates serving nearly 10,000 students each year and training over 
1,100 undergraduates to teach in our academically rigorous six-week summer program. To learn more, visit 
www.breakthroughcollaborative.org.  

The Opportunity 

Breakthrough is seeking an experienced Salesforce Junior Administrator who will provide day-to-day support 
of Breakthrough’s business systems to both our National and affiliate teams. This new role requires a thorough 
understanding of both the technical and business functions of Breakthrough’s newly launched managed 
package on the AppExchange, the Breakthrough Starter Pack (BTSP). The Breakthrough Starter Pack is a 
part of an exciting and intentional Collaborative-wide initiative to help Breakthrough affiliates achieve greater 
sustainability, scale, efficiency, and impact through transformational thinking and operational and strategic 
change. 

As a member of the Salesforce Team, this professional will work with a diverse group of users from across the 
Breakthrough Collaborative network. This full-time position will be based at Breakthrough’s National Office in 
Oakland, CA or in Austin, TX (where other members of the team are located). Remote candidates (outside of
Oakland or Austin) are also invited to apply, provided they have experience working remotely.   

Responsibilities 

 Partner with the Salesforce Administrator to plan, develop, communicate, and coordinate timely
releases to the BTSP managed package based on requests from the BTSP user community, as well
as alignment with the BTSP product roadmap

 Provide technical support of BTSP ensuring response and resolution in a timely manner

 Create BTSP knowledge based articles to ensure documentation of bugs and bug resolution

 Lead Salesforce-related and BTSP trainings for both internal (National staff) and external (affiliate
staff) end-users

 Process and address internal support requests (i.e. configuration and programmatic change requests
for the national Salesforce org)

 Support special projects as assigned

 Attend and present at Breakthrough conferences, trainings, and meetings

Qualifications 

While no one individual will possess all of the desired qualifications, we are looking for a candidate who 
possesses the appropriate and necessary blend of the following: 

 Bachelor's degree (strongly preferred)

JUNIOR SALESFORCE ADMINISTRATOR 



 Minimum of 1-3 years of Salesforce administration related experience, as well as technical support
experience required

 Salesforce Certified Administrator or Advanced Administrator required

 Strong understanding of Salesforce.com best practices and functionality

 A documented history of designing and implementing new processes and facilitating user adoption

 Strong customer service orientation with a proven ability to provide quality assurance support to the
internal team as well as technical support to end-users

 Ability to work in a fast-paced environment managing deadlines and requirements

 Exceptional writing and verbal communication skills

 Previous Breakthrough experience a plus and a commitment to Breakthrough’s dual mission

 Motivation, enthusiasm, willingness to learn

 Experience working as a member of a remote or geographically dispersed team

 Ability to travel nationally, two to three times per year

Compensation & Benefits 

The compensation for this position is commensurate with experience and expertise. We offer competitive 
health benefits, a 401k retirement contribution, and a generous paid time-off policy. Most importantly, we offer 
the opportunity to work with an amazing group of smart, dedicated, and fun people! 

To Apply 

Please submit a thoughtful cover letter and resume that outlines how your skills and experiences meet the 

qualifications of the position through this URL: https://breakthrough.tfaforms.net/306356. 

Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis, with preference given to candidates submitting applications by 
Friday, November 15, 2019. 

Breakthrough Collaborative is an equal opportunity employer and makes a particular effort to recruit 
candidates from all backgrounds. 

https://breakthrough.tfaforms.net/306356

